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Married At First Sight Chapter 3129-Listening to his competitors, Tatum felt 
that Enrique’s mental endurance was not strong enough. 

He didn’t know how many times he was hit. 

Grandma didn’t like the food, so she asked him to make it again, and she 
made it again and again. 

Once, there was a dish that his grandma liked to eat. He remade it ten times 
but could not satisfy her, so she simply gave up eating that dish. 

He didn’t think it was a shadow but rather thought it was his shortcoming, 
letting him know that the food he cooked was not as good as he imagined. 

Important notice: Dear readers, Please bookmark our new site: bhqtech.com 
to continue reading the Novels. Thank you.Recommend: Clean Your Brower 
Cache now to access missing chapters. 

Continuous study and continuous progress will lead to today’s Tatum. 

Not familiar with Enrique and being a competitor, Tatum didn’t say anything 
and just acted as a loyal listener. 

Listening to Enrique nag about how long it took him to get out of the shadow 
of that comment. 

“A few years later, I went to Ormond’s house to interview for the chef position 
for the second time.” Enrique was nagging, but finally talked about his second 
interview. He said, “When I came for the second interview, Miss Ormond had 
become the real head of the Ormond family. She was really powerful. She 
was a girl, and she was young. Among the many people who harbored evil 
intentions, they could all control the Ormond family’s company smoothly. 

When I came to the interview for the second time, I no longer had as high 
hopes as the first time. The first time, I always thought that I was great and 
that my cooking skills were the best in the world. 

This time, I spent a lot of effort and passed the initial interview easily. I had to 
wait for several days for the re-examination because there were really many 



people who applied for the job the first two times, and only those who passed 
the initial interview entered the re-examination. There are several. 

So I had to queue up for the re-examination. Miss Ormond was very busy at 
work, and she didn’t have time to go home for dinner every day, so the wait 
for the re-examination was even longer. At the time, I was the first person to 
receive a re-examination notice. I thought that I had been studying hard for 
many years and that my cooking skills had improved a lot. I would definitely 
pass the retest this time. But in one dish, I put the wrong seasonings, and the 
sugar was used as MSG… Needless to say, I failed again.” 

Enrique laughed self-deprecatingly, “I was just too nervous to make such a 
low-level mistake. In that re-examination, I heard that Miss Ormond still ate a 
little of the food I cooked. Although she was not very satisfied, at least she 
could eat it. But I made a stupid mistake. Whether it was caused by 
nervousness or other reasons, Miss Ormond is not allowed to make it.” 

Tatum asked, “Could someone have changed your seasoning?” 

Enrique said, “There are so many people who want to join Ormond’s family as 
chefs, and it is probably common for them to frame each other’s competitors.” 

Tatum knew that the workplace was like a business world, full of intrigues. 

Enrique’s second re-examination may have been caused by someone altering 
the seasoning. 

“Won’t!” Enrique said it with certainty. 

“Mr. York, you have already gone for an interview. You know that we cook in 
the big kitchen at Ormond’s house, with the butler watching the whole 
process. There is also surveillance in the kitchen. There are no blind spots at 
360 degrees. The ingredients and seasonings we use are all prepared by the 
Ormond family. 

They won’t change the seasonings or assist any interviewers. They don’t have 
the courage. Miss Ormond will ruthlessly drive them out of the Ormond family 
mansion if she discovers them. Who would be willing to work there? The 
Ormond family’s good benefits and high salary?” 

Tatum: “Yes, I overlooked this point. Mr. Tran, then, I can only say that your 
relationship with the Ormond family is a bit shallow.” 



“That’s my own reason. This time I come here, my self-confidence is stronger, 
and I hope I can succeed this time. Mr. York, how could you imagine going to 
Ormond’s house to be a chef? Mr. York, you are still so young; you can work 
in a big hotel or start your own business.” 

He came to the interview in search of money and fame. 

Tatum smiled and said, “Challenging. Mr. Tran, don’t you think this is a very 
challenging job for us?” 

 


